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Abstract
We present a unified theoretical description of the quantum condensates in the electron-hole-photon (ehp) systems, which covers 
all condensates of exciton, polariton, and photon. To build such model, a phenomenological mean-field treatment for the exciton 
condensation is employed and extended to include the photon degree of freedom. We clarify changes from exciton/polariton 
condensations in the low-density limit to photon condensation in the high-density limit as a function of the detuning and the 
density. Clear change in the microscopic quantities are also found; the carrier distribution function shows broadening in the 
momentum space, and the minimal excitation energy for breaking an electron-hole (eh) pair increases even in the high density 
limit. Along this change, relative motion of electron and hole is confined within a tiny radius. In other words, the Wannier-type 
exciton-polariton picture is replaced by the Frenkel-type. This indicates that the smallest length scale of the system 
(corresponding to some ultraviolet cutoff) plays important roles due to the presence of coupling between carriers and coherent 
photons. These features show a remarkable contrast from the scenario of BEC-BCS crossover in the eh systems.
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Microcavity polariton systems — the electron-hole-photon (ehp) systems — have attracted both experimental and 
theoretical interests. Due to their strong-coupling effect achieved with a high-Q microcavity, not only the carriers, 
but also the cavity photons should be treated equally in the many-body problem and when considering the 
thermodynamic properties. Actually, as found in many experiments on polariton Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) 
within this several years, polaritons seem to be in the thermal equilibrium of the ehp mixture [1,2]. Therefore, 
unified description of the ehp systems is needed to clarify the nature. Here, we briefly show our recent results [3,4] 
obtained by using a variational approach for the ground states [5,6]. Our variational theory [3,4] is a simple 
extension of a theory of exciton BEC by Comte et al. [7] to polaritons. However, the results obtained here can give 
clear insights on the connection between excitonic BEC and photonic BEC via polariton BEC. A detuning parameter 
is found to play crucial roles in the crossover properties of the ground state.  In calculation, we neglect the screening 
effect as was done in [7]. Thus the discussion presented here is qualitative. Here, units of the energy and the length 
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are exciton Rydberg and Bohr radius, respectively. Assuming thermal equilibrium and a fixed total density (ntot=nph+
ncar) of electrons, holes, and photons, the ground states are determined by solving a variational problem. 
Hamiltonian for the semiconductor model of the ehp system is given by H=Hel+Hel-el+Hph+Hel-ph (explicitly shown in 
[3, 4]). The kinetic energy and the Coulomb interaction of electrons and holes in a semiconductor quantum well, the 
energy of cavity photons, and the dipole interaction are represented by Hel, Hel-el, Hph, and Hel-ph, respectively. 
Semiconductor carriers are treated within the two band  and effective mass approximations in the momentum space.
For microcavities, only one photon mode, whose frequency (Zc) is close to the band gap energy (Eg) of the 
semiconductors, makes contribution. Namely, we start from the Wannier excitons coupling with a single photon 
mode at the low excitation density. To account for the nonlinearity due to carrier population i.e. Pauli exclusion
principle, calculation is done in the Fermion bases not the exciton (bosonic) bases [8]. With incorporating Hel-el in 
the Fermion bases, the exciton-exciton interaction is naturally taken into account. Since macroscopic coherent 
polarization is observed above the threshold excitation density [1, 2], it seems nice to assume the ground state as a 
coherent state of the cavity mode and eh pairs with zero (center-of-mass) momentum:
                                                                                                                                                                              
where \0, ek, and hk are annihilation operators of the cavity photons, electrons and holes with momentum k,
respectively.  According to Eq. (1), mean value of the coherent light, carrier population, polarization are given by 
<\0>=O, <ek†ek>=<h-k†h-k>=vk2, and <ek†h-k†>= uk vk. A condition uk2+vk2=1 is assigned to keep Pauli exclusion in 
the mean field level. We determined the ground states of the ehp systems by using an interpolating formula [3,4,9] 
so as to minimize the total energy Etot =<H> under a fixed number of total excitations ntot. We show below the 
several important quantities which can be evaluated using the variational parameters obtained in [3,4,9].
Figure 1 shows the photonic fraction in the polariton BEC as a function of the mean separation between total 
excitations, Rs (=(Sntot)-1/2) with varying the detuning parameter d=Zc-Eg [3]. For small d that corresponds to a strong 
coupling case, large photonic fraction is observed already in the low-density limit, Rsĺ+. On the other hand, for 
large d that corresponds to a weak coupling case, the photonic fraction starts to increase at a certain density below 
which the physics of the system is the same as the eh system. This feature is naturally understood by the saturation 
of carrier density which occurs when the chemical potential of the carriers becomes close to the cavity level; since 
the carriers are fermions, the chemical potential grows as the density. When the chemical potential reaches Zc from 
a single exciton level at low density [3,4], the photonic excitations replace with the carrier excitation due to the 
bosonic nature of photons. The curves smoothly change from thresholdless-type at small d to thresholdful-type at 
large d. Although the change is smooth for the parameter used here (g=1 and kca0=30 for two-dimensional systems), 
it can be a sudden change like a transition in case of the larger cutoff, kca0 [3, 4]. Presence of a clear threshold of the 
photon-density occurring with the saturation of the carrier density in the weak coupling regime is similar to the 
Fig1. Photonic fraction nph/ntot as a function of mean separation between total excitations Rs=(Sntot)-1/2 for d=-3, 0, 5,
20. (part of Fig. 2 in ref. [3]: the ehp coupling and  ultraviolet cutoff are g=1 and kca0=30, respectively.)
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conventional laser [10], although the mechanism is different. To see the microscopic aspects, we plotted the electron 
distribution function fe(k) =vk2 for various density for small d (=-3) in the strong coupling regime (Fig.2 (A)), for 
large d (=20) in the weak coupling regime, and for eh systems without the cavity photons (corresponding to d=+)
for comparison (Fig. 2 (C)). In strong-coupling case, fe(k) increases first and decreases with the width broadened. In 
weak-coupling case, fe(k) increases to form Fermi surface up to the moderate density. At the higher density, the 
decrease in the small k domain and the increase in large k domain are seen. At the same time, the plateau at fe(k)§
is also seen in the high-density photonic regime. The non-monotonic behavior in fe(k) is the unique characteristic of 
ehp systems, while only the  monotonic change from that of excitons (at low-density) to Fermi-Dirac distribution (at 
high-density) is found for the eh system as seen in Fig.2 (C). It should be noted here that the broadening and the 
plateau at around 0.5 found in the photon-dominated regime, happens to minimize the exciton-photon coupling 
energy Hel-ph rather than to minimize the contributions only from carriers Hel+ Hel-el.
What happens to eh pairs in the photon-dominated regime? The answer is directly seen in the minimal excitation 
energy Emin needed for breaking an eh pair shown in Fig. 3, which is given by Emin =min(E+k- E-k) with the single-
particle excitation spectrum:
where [e(h),k=k2/2me(h)-P and Uq=Se2/HSq. The figures 3(A) and 3(B) show Emin as a function of mean separation 
between the total excitation density Rs, and mean separation between excited carriers rs. For the weak-coupling case 
(Fig.3(A)), the curve coincides with that of eh systems (dashed line) at the low-density and suddenly increases 
above the density where the photonic fraction starts increasing in Fig. 1. This indicates that the coherent photon 
existing in the polariton BEC introduces a strong binding force between electrons and holes, which is also 
recognized by Eastham et al. [5]. For strong-coupling case (Fig.3(A)), Emin increases gradually with the increase of 
density (decrease of Rs). The coherently binding effect emerges gradually for the strongly-coupled polaritons.
The enhancement of the coherently binding force at the high-density, shows remarkable contrast to the eh 
systems [5, 11] where the binding force is solely due to the Coulomb interaction and Emin decreases with the density 
in eh BCS regime at the high-density (dashed lines in Fig. 3(A) and (B)). Figure 3 (B) is shown by taking horizontal 
axis by rs in order to extract the photon effects on the eh binding. As seen in the figure, the binding effect assisted by 
the coherent photons, is always additive to the one of Coulomb origin. As expected from the observation that the 
carrier distribution function spreads over in the large k domain in the photonic BEC, a pair of an electron and a hole 
is found to be bound within a very small radius [3, 4]. In other words, the Wannier-type exciton-polariton picture is 
replaced by the Frenkel-type along the crossover from the excitonic BEC to the photonic BEC via polariton BEC. 
Fig.2 Electron distribution function fe(k) with varying the excitation densities for (A) small detuning d=-3, (B) large 
detuning d=20, and (C) eh systems without cavity photons which corresponds to d=+. Numbers and numbers in 
brackets indicate the value of Rs=(Sntot)-1/2 and  rs=(Sncar)-1/2 ,  respectively
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Fig.3 Minimal excitation energy Emin for breaking an eh pair plotted as a function of (A) mean separation between 
all excitations, Rs=(Sntot)-1/2, and (B)  mean separation between carriers, rs=(Sncar)-1/2.
Thus, in the photonic BEC regime, new length scale other than the exciton Bohr radius should be introduced to the
system. (It may correspond to some ultraviolet cutoff of the system.) The photonic BEC also reveals difference from 
the conventional lasing in which the saturation of the carrier density is solely due to the non-equilibrium character.
The saturated carrier density is determined by the non-equilibrium parameters such as the cavity loss rate N and the 
dephasing rate of the excitons J while photonic BEC considered here is the ground state for closed and equilibrium 
systems. The saturated value of the inversion population (the carrier population) must not be 0.5, but 0.5+D with D
vNJ/g2. And moreover, in the on-lasing state of the semiconductor laser, the carrier distribution function should 
show a dip near the momentum corresponding to the laser frequency due to the spectral hole-burning effect [10]. 
Instead, in our case of the photonic BEC, the distribution function reveals plateau at fe(k)§ and all the carriers are 
coherently driven. The difference between the conventional lasing and the photonic BEC should be found in the 
emission spectrum. The characteristic emission spectrum for the photonic BEC is also discussed in a recent preprint 
[12], which refers to the possible observation of the Mollow’s triplet (the split of the energy corresponds to the pair-
breaking excitation) in the photonic BEC.
In summary, we determined the ground states of polariton BEC using a variational approach [3,4,9]. We find the 
coherent ground state changes from the excitonic to the photonic BEC via polaritons. Microscopic properties such as 
the distribution function and excitation spectrum of the carriers are clearly affected by the change in ground states. 
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